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Hey folks, I level 185 in leather working, and I was wondering if there was a decent way to make gold with this craft. Tailors have bag making, which is a huge way to earn cash for them. Do tanne work workers have similar scenarios? somehow, what is always in demand and will be sold? I understand that level 60 is
where leather workers can make a lot of gold, but at the moment I'm level 30 and I'm desperate for cash flow. Page 2 19 comments What is the best LW specialization as 40 hunters. As I line up I hear one better than the other, although mail armor seems good to. What's better under certain circumstances? Thank you.
I'm taking to the tribalSo far its 235 skillPage two comments youtu.be/_iogjt... Hey, :)I recently hit 60, and got my leather job up to 300 w/tribal specialization shortly thereafter. I was hoping to find ways to make half a decent income from it. Tried farming devilsaur for an hour this morning to find it grown in high hell, so I
could only get 1 skin.... I have a recipe for leggings and was hoping for money! Any tips to make an income with leatherworking? Or any farming tips? Thank you guys! I'm a veteran, but TBC came out before I hit 60 back in the day, so I missed the end of the vanilla content game. I level 51 wild druids at 250 LW and am
not sure what to do next-tribal or elementary? I'm a little confused and don't want to make the wrong choice once I choose there's no turning back if I totally start over. I'm planning a raid, but still not sure whether I want to stay in the wild specs or go boomkin, depending on what's more desirable for a raider capture. In
terms of buying models, which faction representative should I start focusing on? Timbermoo for the tribe? I've had a look at some of the online guides, but I still don't figure out where to go next. Any advice appreciated by :) All the LW level guides I've found suggest that your not choosing any specialization. While
specialization guides all their own stuff. The result is that I have to use more material completing one by one, not at the same time. Page 2 6 comments Charming any good, how long will the money be in it? Anything else that's good? I play roguePage 2 comments After spending a good 2h on this last night (3 trips to
Tanaris lol), I figured I'd make a quick guide on how to how to actually change your leather specialization in woW Classic.Unlearn LeatherworkingRe-level Leather work to 225 (yes, it should be 225, not just 200)Learn Master LeatherworkingVisit NEW specialty trainer you'll want to learnAfter their dialogue tips, and then
go to TanarisTalk in Narain Soothfancy, use the book soothsayer and choose a new soothsayer (not a specialization). Quite Forward. Hopefully this saves some people a bit of time and frusteration (many peggle was played during my trips to Tanaris for 200 and 224 leatherworking art). Page 2 3 comments Looking at
classic DB shows all kinds of neat easy-to-use green green But looking closer, I noticed that many of the best items are actually locked behind the templates you need to hunt with trainers or world drops. A lot of spirit'stamina templates from the vendor, but most agility/strength models have been world drops or from
special trainers selling a single template. Is this assessment fair? This leatherworking on closer inspection is not good for creating alignment gears as you go? Page 2 74 comments wow.classicraids.com/guides...Page 2wow.classicraids.com/guides... 2wow.classicraids.com/guides...
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